
1. Smart Garden £99.99
The Smart Garden 3 is an innovative indoor garden that 
cares for itself and grows fresh herbs, fruit and vegetables 
from home. This smart device allows you to experience all 
the benets of having your own little garden, no matter 
where you live - perfect for anyone living in a at. The 
click and click and grow technology of the indoor garden works 
using biodegradable plant pods that have seeds and 
nutrients inside so you could enjoy homegrown food 
all year.

2. Fotodiox Sele 
Starlite Vlog Tripod Set £100
Vlog like a pro with this compact kit featuring a pro-grade 
rring light and tripod stand by Fotodiox. The tripod and 
light tucks away into the included carrying bag with a 
phone mount and mirror to vlog your way through any 
and every adventure with perfect lighting. This is a 
perfect device for anyone starting out in the vlogging 
world.

3. Audio-Technica 
WWireless Headphones £99
These wireless headphones by Audio-Technica are a 
good choice for minimalists and offer you up to 
70-hours of listening on the go. The lightweight design 
can be folded at for storage when not in use and has 
versatile control options for seamless use. The 
headphones also come in two colours - black and pink.

4. Su4. Suction Pore Cleanser £25.00
Deep clean your pores with this Luxe + Willow Ultra 
Suction Pore Cleanser device. This tool is designed to 
remove dirt, oils and blackheads using the smart 
suction, while encouraging skin rejuvenation. 

5. Floating Bluetooth Speaker £40
This waterproof oating speaker from Lexon is perfect 
ffor those who like to take their music everywhere they 
go - including the bath. Water-resistant and with a 
hands-free mic this is the ideal speaker for pamper 
nights or paddling pool parties. It also has the added 
bonus of three hours of battery life with only one hour 
charging time.
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